SELF-HELP
NEW

The Exercise Balance
What’s Too Much,
What’s Too Little, and
What’s Just Right for You!
Pauline Powers & Ron Thompson

Healthy exercise means finding a balance
between overtraining and inactivity. By using a
combination of real-life examples and clinical
studies, this book shows readers how to develop their own personal prescription for what is
best for their unique body and situation. Written by widely-recognized
experts in the field of eating disorders and athletics, it talks about both ends
of the exercise continuum in an effort to encourage balance.
The authors explain the psychological and health issues that can result
from too much exercise, including bone loss, fractures, amenorrhea, and
unhealthy eating. It also covers the problems arising from too little exercise,
and provides ways that people can safely begin a fitness program. Specific
recommendations are made for aerobic, flexibility, strength, and balance
training. Readers of all sizes, ages, and health levels—including the
chronically ill—will find everything they need (except the shorts and shoes)
for finding exercise balance.
300 pg, paper, ’08 (Code: EXB) $17.95

Honey Does This Make
My Butt Look Big?
A Couple’s Guide to Food and Body Talk
Lydia Hanich
How do couples tackle ticklish questions like,“Does
this make me look fat?” or “Will you go on a diet with
me?” With lighthearted humor and gentle honesty,
Hanich offers great answers to these questions—and
what not to say!
This is a wonderful book for getting to know each
other, communicating about body image issues, supporting each other’s goals for a healthy lifestyle, and (happily) improving your
sex life! With six chapters on women’s issues and one on men’s, you will both
laugh and learn with your honey by reading this book together. A fun and
thought-provoking gift. 176 pg, paper, ‘05 (Code: HON) $14.95

Eating in the
Light of the Moon
How women can transform
their relationships with food
through myths,
metaphors & storytelling.
Anita Johnston
By weaving practical insights and exercises through a tapestry of multicultural
myths, ancient legends, and folktales, Johnston teaches women to free
themselves from disordered eating by finding the metaphors hidden in the
richness of their own life stories. Her beautiful prose offers readers an
enlightening experience by connecting us with our inner world, to the natural
rhythms and cycles of the earth, and to the power of our intuitive wisdom.
Twenty chapters explore different themes of self-discovery and empowerment on core issues such as intuition,feelings as gifts from the heart,reclaiming the body’s wisdom, dreams as a journey within, sexuality, and recovery.
One of the most popular books in this catalogue!
224 pg, paper, ‘00 (Code: EIL) $16.95

Life Without Ed
How One Woman Declared Independence from
Her Eating Disorder & How You Can Too
Jenni Schaefer with Thom Rutledge
“Ed and I lived together for more than twenty years.
He was abusive, controlling, and never hesitated to tell
me what he thought, how I was doing it wrong, and
what I should be doing instead. Ed is not some creep
that I started dating in college…Ed’s name comes from
the initials E.D.—as in eating disorder,” writes Jenni in the introduction. Her
psychotherapist, Thom Rutledge, taught her how to treat her eating disorder
as a relationship rather than a condition, and Jenni was empowered to break
up with Ed once and for all. Therapists have told us that they read this book
out loud to patients! 188 pg, paper, ’04 (Code: LWE) $15.95

Join Jenni’s recovery blog at www.eatingdisordersblogs.com

Men & Eating Disorders
Making Weight

Regaining Your Self
Breaking Free
From the Eating Disorder Identity
Ira M. Sacker with Sheila Buff
Dr. Sacker presents a breakthrough model called personal interactive rational therapy (PIRT), which is a
method for opening yourself to the void that has been
masked by the eating disorder. By discovering something else to fill that void—some passionate interest
rooted in your own personality and talents—the eating
disorder is ultimately replaced. Includes first-hand accounts from patients,
family members, friends and others.
240 pg, hard, ’06 (Code: RYS) $24.95
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Healing Men’s Conflicts with Food, Weight,
Shape & Appearance
Arnold Andersen, Leigh Cohn &
Thomas Holbrook
Long thought to be primarily “women’s issues,”
millions of men now suffer from eating disorders,
body image conflicts, steroid abuse, compulsive
exercise, and weight obsession. This books looks at
the reasons why these problems are affecting more
and more men, and offers practical solutions. Also
included are Holbrook’s personal story of anorexia nervosa and compulsive
exercise, “Ten Steps to Healthy Living,” and discussions of the special challenges of providing support or treatment to men who may not be comfortable
exposing their vulnerabilities. 256 pg, paper, ‘00 (Code: MEN) $14.95
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SELF-HELP
Self-Esteem
Tools for
Recovery

Desperately Seeking Self
An Inner Guidebook for People with Eating Problems
Viola Fodor
Using an unique approach—a dialogue between client and therapist—this book offers a personal, spiritual dimension to healing by
encouraging readers to open their hearts and minds and the nature of
the inner self and the importance of self-love.
The client, a woman with bulimia, is based on patients Fodor has
helped during her over 25 years as a psychotherapist. Their intimate
conversation, in question-and-answer format, touches on heartfelt,
underlying questions such as: “Why do I have this illness? Who am I to
think that I deserve more?” 173 pg, paper, ‘97 (Code: DSS) $12.95

Gaining
The Truth About Life After Eating Disorders
Aimee Liu
Decades after her initial recovery from anorexia and the publication of her
first book, Solitaire, Liu had a relapse, which set her on a new course of selfdiscovery. Here, she combines personal interviews with cutting edge research to
propose that societal pressure, popular culture, and family dysfunction cannot
“make” one anorexic; rather it takes a particular genetic predisposition and
temperament. 320 pg, paper, ’06 (Code GNP) $13.99

Visit Aimee’s recovery blog at www.eatingdisordersblogs.com

French Toast for Breakfast
Declaring Peace with Emotional Eating
Mary Anne Cohen
With a focus on healing the emotional side of eating problems, this simple,
straightforward book explains how fear of fat, shame, intimacy, anger,
sexuality, and fear of success can contribute to food abuse. Also discusses a
wide range of approaches to overcoming food problems from which readers
can create their own healing program, including an examination of the
addiction model, the no-diet/no-deprivation approach, psychotherapy, use of
medications, and an insightful look at relapse.
272 pg, paper, ‘95 (Code: FTB) $13.95

It’s Not About Food
End Your Obsession with Food & Weight
Carol Emery Normandi & Lauralee Roark
Based on the author’s Beyond Hunger 12-week support groups, this is a book
about going beyond the symptoms of an eating disorder to discover and heal the
emotional, physical, and spiritual wounds that are at the core. The exercises and
meditations help determine the differences between what your body craves to
eat, what your mind thinks you should eat, and what your emotions are driving
you to eat. Chapters cover letting go of judgment, becoming conscious, honoring the physical body, reclaiming the spiritual self, and living in truth.
217 pg, paper, ‘98 (Code: INP) $14.95

The Self-Esteem Workbook
Glenn R. Schiraldi
In an easy-to-use format, The Self-Esteem Workbook presents a course in
self-esteem based on new research and sound principles. Schiraldi argues
that regard for your core worth, unconditional love, and the basics of growing
are the three factors that help self-esteem to flourish, and each gets its own
section.Filled with checklists, worksheets, and skill-building exercises,this is
a guidebook for healing and loving our inner essential selves.

Lindsey Hall & Leigh Cohn
“I love the way you two
write, the words just jump
out of the book!”
—Karl E.
Ten years after they founded Gürze Books, Hall and
Cohn wrote this book to help readers experience their
innermost selves, the source of true self-esteem. It
speaks directly to people in all types of recovery, but
especially those concerned with eating disorders. The
book has a personal tone that speaks directly to
individuals in recovery, but loved-ones and professionals will also gain insight and understanding.
Included are 20 short, specific tools with easy-touse exercises, moving personal stories and pertinent
examples to help readers gain confidence in making
decisions, make peace with the past, overcome
destructive thoughts and behavior,and live in a state of
love and compassion.
128 pg, paper, ‘90 (Code: SET) $12.95

Self-Esteem
is both the means to recovery
and the goal . . .
The challenge of recovery is to understand our
problems and do something about them. Practicing
self-esteem is one of the most effective catalysts for
this, because when we can feel our own goodness,
we are willing to do whatever it takes to love rather
than harm ourselves. In this way, self-esteem is both
the means to recovery and it is the goal. In the
moment and in the long run, it leads to happiness,
peace, and the discovery of an innately worthwhile
source of love that dwells within each of us.
If you’ve relied on specific feelings and behaviors
for years, you may not believe that there could be
something else to carry you over life’s obstacles.
There is something. It’s the power of knowing who
you really are, loving who you really are, and seeing
that same essence in others and loving them. The
way to quit living your problems is to practice a state
of love and self-esteem. The tools and exercises in
this book are designed to help you do just that.
From Self-Esteem Tools for Recovery

183 pg, paper, ’01 (Code: SEW) $18.95
800-756-7533
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CHILDREN & TWEENS

Shapesville
Andy Mills & Becky Osborn • Illustrated by Erica Neitz
This is an adorable book which celebrates positive body image and
diversity for kids ages 3–8. It was created by three college students under
the guidance of Michael Levine and Linda Smolak,internationally-respected experts on eating disorders prevention.
Shapesville is a small town where five friends of various shapes, sizes,
colors, and talents honor what makes each of them unique. Simple,
rhyming verse,and bold,playful illustrations of endearing characters make
this a perfect book for teaching children about diversity and size-esteem.

Includes a note to educators and
parents with discussion questions.

32 pg, ‘03 hard (Code: SHV) $14.95
paper (Code: SHP) $7.95

“In Shapesville it doesn’t matter
what size, shape, or color you are…
just ask Sam the blue square—
he’s a music star.
He’s perfectly tall and equally wide,
and best of all Sam’s happy inside.”

Full Mouse Empty Mouse

All Made Up

A Tale of Food and Feelings
Dina Zeckhausen

A Girl’s Guide to Seeing Through Celebrity
Hype…and Celebrating Real Beauty
Audrey D. Brashich

What can two little mice do when they are
chased by the cat, hounded by the dog, and threatened by the deadly mousetrap? Billy Blue tries
eating more food to soothe his distress,
and Sally Rose stops eating altogether.But
when stuffing and starving themselves
don’t help, they learn to look for answers
in their hearts, and with their family and
friends. This is a sweet, beautifully-illustrated, full color book to help children
(ages 7–12) realize the importance of
talking about feelings and finding comfort in healthy ways.
40 pg, paper, ’08 (Code: FME) $8.95

Full Mouse, Empty Mouse Companion Curriculum
Love Your Body Week
Eating Disorders Information Network
This 5-day curriculum is for teachers or parents wanting to address body
issues with children in grades 2–5. Each day includes classroom activities,
discussion questions, art projects, songs and parent handouts. Lesson plans are
titled: UnderstandYour Body,Listen ToYour Body,RespectYour Body,MoveYour
Body,and Love Your Body.Includes handouts for teachers,a timetable for implementing the curriculum, ideas for raising awareness among faculty, and
suggested books and websites. 66 pg, paper, ’07 (Code: FMC) $35.00

A former model and editor for major teen magazines,
Brashich uses her insider’s perspective to make sense of
confusing media message and impossible beauty ideals.
Using illustrations, graphics, quotes, and facts, she takes
teens behind the scenes to see what’s real and what’s all
made up. This is a funny, fascinating, and informative
look at all the celebrity hoopla, where it comes from, and why it’s cooler to just
be you! 147 pg, paper, ’06 (Code: AMU) $9.95

We Are More Than Beautiful
46 Real Teen Girls Speak Out about Beauty,
Happiness, Love and Life
Woody Winfree
A collection of declarations from 46 girls, ages
12–19, who say “no” to the narrow and distorted view
of feminine beauty by celebrating what makes each of
them unique. Whether it is surfing, photography,
their sense of humor or their bold voice, these girls
confidently proclaim what makes them truly beautiful
inside and out. They speak openly about anxieties and struggles, about spirituality and sports, family and friends, and most importantly, self-acceptance and
self-esteem. Includes a space to collage your own beauty.
112 pg, paper,’07 (Code: WAB) $7.95

Girl Zone Body Talk

Girls Rock! Just the Way We Are

The Straight Facts on Fitness, Nutrition &
Feeling Great about Yourself
Ann Douglas & Julie Douglas

Lisa Miller

Every page of this book is a colorful collage of
information to help girls ages 9–13 discover all the
things that are perfect about them—just the way they
are! Readers can go on an eye-opening trip through
history to discover just how fickle our ideas of beauty
are, find advice about getting active and eating well, decipher media madness,
find out the truth about dieting, and much, much more.

Teen mentors,who have weathered their own storms,
contribute letters and their stories in this informal
book, which can be used in girl’s groups or by moms
to read with their “tween” daughters ages 7–13. Real
girls, who are content to be all shapes and sizes, offer
encouragement and advice on topics such as disordered
eating, good communication skills, positive role
models, setting healthy boundaries, and living life from the spiritual core.
Includes B&W photos of the writers.

64 pg, paper, ‘02 (Code: GLZ) $9.95

88 pg, paper, ’06 (Code: GRK) $19.00
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TEENS & YOUNG ADULTS
NEW

Next to Nothing

The Beginner’s Guide to
Eating Disorders
Recovery

A Firsthand Account of One Teenager’s
Experience With an Eating Disorder
Carrie Arnold with B. Timothy Walsh
Carrie Arnold developed an eating disorder as a
junior in college and nearly lost her life to the disease.
Here she tells the story of her anorexia, how and why
she fell victim to this mysterious illness, and how she
was able to seek help and recover after years of therapy
and hard work. With input from Dr Timothy Walsh, a
leading authority on eating disorders, Next to Nothing is also a practical guide to
recovery which offers the scientific information and personal support needed to
manage and maintain recovery on a daily basis. Together they have created a
hopeful, readable, accessible resource for young people.
171 pg, paper,’07 (Code: NTN) $9.95
NEW

Nancy Kolodny
This self-help guide was written specifically for
teen and college-aged readers (and their lovedones) who are confronting an eating disorder for
the first time. The author encourages both young
men and women to take charge of their lives by
learning about their disorders and starting a
practical course of action. Included are special
sections for athletes, romantic partners, tips for avoiding relapse, basic facts
about nutrition, and the role of families in recovery.
224 pg, paper, '04 (Code: BGD) $14.95

What’s Eating You?
A Workbook for Teens with Anorexia, Bulimia
and Other Eating Disorders
Tammy Nelson

The goal of this activity book is to help teenage
girls learn to view their bodies positively, accept their
uniqueness, understand how eating behaviors develop, and build coping skills that enable them to deal
with food in healthy ways. Each of the 37 worksheets
is divided into 4 sections: the “Focus,” a related “Exercise” explained in easy-tofollow steps, a “Follow-Up” with specific questions, and “More to Think About”
with additional questions for journal writing.

Challenge Cultural Influences
Be alert to the hype and bias of anyone and anything connecting selfworth to low weight. Become an attentive TV watcher and magazine reader.
Challenge the position of friends who advocate dieting (or are dieting) if
you’re comfortable doing so. Perhaps explain to them that this is a serious
issue.Agree to disagree. Take a stand and say,“No!” to the marketers, advertisers, and media figures who perpetuate impossible beauty ideals. Not only
will your attitude change, but the chances are good that your change will
positively affect others.
From The Beginner’s Guide

Available April 2008. 105 pg, paper, ’05 (Code: WEY) $14.95

Over It
A Teen’s Guide to Getting Beyond Obsessions
with Food and Weight
Carol Emery Normandi & Laurelee Roark
Written for teens (including boys) with eating disorders or food and weight problems, this book offers
excellent advice on fat feelings, body image, speaking up,
spirituality, individuality, and much more. Each chapter
includes several “Try This” recommendations that are
practical and centering. By the authors of It’s Not About
Food, the tone is warm and personal and includes insights from teens
themselves. For mature middle school and high school.
187 pg, paper, ‘01 (Code: OIT) $13.95

NEW

How I Look Journal
Molly & Nan Dellheim

Intended for middle and high school girls
to write their personal and private thoughts,
this fun journal inspires teens to discover and
celebrate their unique selves. Creatively organized by a mother and daughter team, it is jam
packed with B & W graphics, quotes, wonderful illustrations, charts, and writing prompts.
The varied topics include dreams/goals, smile
exercises, body wonders, stress reduction, perceptions about friends and family
members, women role models, personal fashion style, and much more.
134 pg, paper, ’07 (Code: HOW) $18.95

A Look in the Mirror

Real Gorgeous

Freeing Yourself from the
Body Image Blues
Valerie Rainon McManus

The Truth about Body & Beauty
Kaz Cooke

In this creative workbook, teenage girls are
encouraged to examine some of the most prominent
issues affecting their daily lives. Here is straight talk
about gender stereotypes, the dieting dead-end,
eating disorders, what makes a healthy body and a
healthy life, and how to help other girls. There are 17 chapters with thoughtful
writing exercises which promote empowerment, health, and self-expression.

257 pg, paper, ‘96 (Code: RLG) $14.95

139 pg, paper, ’04 (Code: LIM) $14.95

800-756-7533

Packed with jokes, cartoons, and practical ways to
find real self-esteem, this is a fun and funny book for
young women who need a fresh approach. Kaz covers
everything from push-up bras to liposuction, including diet myths, eating disorders, body image, and the
media. Filled with sensible and nonsensical insights,
like: “You are not your buttocks.”
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PERSONAL STORIES
Andrea’s Voice: Silenced By Bulimia
Her Story and Her Mother’s Journey
Through Grief Toward Understanding

This Mean Disease
Growing Up in the Shadow of
My Mother’s Anorexia

Doris Smeltzer with Andrea Lynn Smeltzer
Foreword by Carolyn Costin
After a one-year struggle with bulimia,
Andrea Smeltzer died in her sleep at the age of
19, catapulting her mother, Doris, into a journey
of self-discovery. By combining Andrea’s poetry
and journal entries,mother and daughter tell the
story together, capturing the bond that connected them. Doris’ honest exploration of the emotional issues surrounding her daughter’s development of bulimia provide insight and guidance
not only to parents,but also to any young woman
who is struggling to find her sense of self.
256 pg, paper, ’06 (Code: ANV) $15.95

Doris has a blog for parents at
www.eatingdisordersblogs.com
From Andrea’s Journal November 19, 1998
Wake Up!
Oh my little girl
It is time to get up now
crawl out from under the cover of madness
insanity is a good excuse not to live
not to be loved
Make the choice!
Step back or go over
No loitering, not anymore
Come back to the living
They are waiting
Take back your spirit!
your fire, your strength, your depth
all of it
no hiding from yourself
There is a battle!
You are fighting against the world
stop fighting against yourself
You’re afraid!
be honest, embrace it
scared of being wanted, loved, needed
make yourself a mess
No one can want or depend on you now
how nice
blame your misery on “them”
Go outside!
leave your haven, your safe cave
there is a day out there that wants you in it
and I think you want to be there too.

Daniel Becker
In this memoir, the first ever written by the child
of someone with an eating disorder, Daniel Becker
describes his mother’s 30-year struggle with anorexia nervosa which eventually ended her life.
Daniel provides an intimate portrayal of how he,
his father, and his two brothers each struggled to
balance their loyalty to Mom against the increasing
awareness that only by separating from her could they ensure their own
survival. This book is a powerful reminder of the effect that anorexia has on an
entire family, which we believe will move readers to make changes in their own
lives.A compelling page-turner! 256 pg, paper, ‘05 (Code: TMD) $14.95

Running on Empty
A Diary of Anorexia and Recovery
Carrie Arnold, Foreword by Susan Gottlieb
A diary of one college-aged woman’s decent into and struggle out of an eating
disorder. Arnold writes with courage and honesty—sufferers will see their struggles
reflected back and their loved ones will gain a deeper awareness of the pain, longing,
and recovery process.This book shows why loved ones should never give up hope,even
when things appear to be at their worst. 184 pg, paper, ‘04 (Code: ROE) $14.95

Learning to Be Me
My Twenty-Three Year Battle with Bulimia
Jocelyn Golden
Golden recounts the realities of living with bulimia for more than two decades.
From violent self-abuse to feelings of despair as her cries for help went unanswered,
Learning To Be Me chronicles her battle and ultimate victory. An inspirational
memoir about the search for strength, motivation, support, and the importance
of self-love on the journey to healing. (Not suitable for young readers or those
susceptible to triggers) 191 pg, paper, ’05 (Code: LBM) $16.95

Homesick
A Memoir of Family, Food, and Finding Hope
Jenny Lauren
This startling, plainspoken, and unflinching first-person account by the niece
of fashion icon Ralph Lauren details a wrenching struggle with anorexia and
bulimia. Jenny’s is an emotionally complex story of pain and tentative, hard-won
recovery, in which she focuses on the intricacies of family ties, the pressures of
society, the search for selfhood, and ultimately, the power of finding hope.
297 pg, paper, ‘04 (Code: HSK) $14.00

Appetite for Life
Margie Ryerson
Seven writers describe their recovery from eating disorders, with stories about
college life, families, growing up, love, and pregnancy, including the perspective of a
male binger who recovered. Personal and candid, the stories offer compassion,
support, and practical advice, showing that it is possible to triumph over these
disorders and live a healthy, happy life.Also includes advice for loved ones.
111 pg, paper, ’05 (Code: APL) $13.95
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PERSONAL STORIES
A Starving Madness

NEW

I’m Still Caroline
My story of hope, health, and long-term
recovery from bulimia
Caroline Miller

Tales of Hunger, Hope & Healing
in Psychotherapy
Judith Ruskay Rabinor
This moving collection of actual therapy sessions
shows what good therapy is all about. Judy Rabinor
is a mesmerizing storyteller and insightful therapist
who uses a variety of techniques and healing
approaches to reach her diverse group of eating disorder and body image clients. Particularly touching
is Rabinor’s compassion for those she treats; their
struggle to connect on a deep level is also her struggle to be present and loving in every moment—and they both succeed in their
own ways, beautifully. Woven with themes of hope, progress, honesty and
authenticity, this book provides tremendous insights for both professionals
and individuals in treatment. 212 pg, paper, ‘02 (Code: ASM) $14.95
NEW

Inside Out
Portrait of an Eating Disorder
Nadia Shivack

At an inpatient unit of a hospital where she was
taken for treatment,Nadia wrote and drew on napkins
after meals in order to keep the food in and calm the
outrageous voices in her head. These pictures, together with others later drawn on notebook paper and a
variety of other surfaces, tell an unflinchingly honest
story of a woman’s lifelong battle with anorexia and bulimia. Raw, brave, and
brilliant, Nadia’s journey takes readers to the intimate corners of these misunderstood diseases.You will never think about eating disorders in the same way
again. 64 pg, hard, ’07 (Code: ISO) $17.99
NEW

Inside Anorexia
The Experience of Girls and Their Families
Christine Halse,Anne Honeoy, & Desiree Boughtwood

Inside Anorexia is designed for people encountering
anorexia for the first time or those who want insight into
the lived experience of currently-diagnosed anorexics and
their families. It is structured from interviews with eight
girls,from 14 to 21 years of age,who come from Australian
families of diverse social, economic, and ethnic backgrounds. Interlaced with the biographies are sidebars with related, up-to-date
information and research about anorexia from a variety of disciplines, including health, medicine, psychology, feminist, and cultural studies. Insightful for
readers regardless of nationality. 202 pg, paper, ’08, (Code: IAX) $19.95

Caroline Miller first chronicled her recovery
from bulimia in the bestselling 1988 autobiography, My Name is Caroline, one of the first personal
stories published about eating disorders. Despite
the book’s success and her newfound recovery,
Caroline still faced serious financial and emotional challenges. Here, she describes what her life has
been like for the past 20 years, as she discovered
the deeper meanings of full recovery.
Written in the same engaging voice that inspired the thousands of readers who
sent her letters, I’m Still Caroline chronicles her rollercoaster life: the ups and
downs of marriage, the changes in her body through three pregnancies, a tragic
attempt to open a residential treatment center, career struggles and successes,
and her proudest accomplishment—raising resilient children, including a
daughter,Samantha,who contributes a touching forward. Available May 2008.
250 pg, paper, ’08 (Code ISC) $16.95

Nothing is Impossible

From I’m Still Caroline

I looked down at little Haywood, trying not to cry. Talk about bad timing. At
least he was oblivious.Then I looked up at my husband.He had done the best he
could, and so had I. Nothing was impossible. At least, that’s what had sustained
me years earlier when I was trying to stop the binging and purging. Then I
thought about the dreams foretelling my baby’s birth. Why would God have
brought us this far if He was going to just drop us now? My eyes flickered
between the two of them as I gathered my thoughts and strength.
Then I spoke.“Let’s get out of here.We have work to do, and something good
will come from this.” And as our new family of three left the hospital that day,we
knew we had a fresh set of battles ahead of us and that our lives were going to
be forever different. Little did we know how different.

AVAILABLE IN APRIL ‘O8!
Madness: A Bipolar Life
Marya Hornbacher
In her trademark wry and utterly self-revealing voice, Hornbacher, the
author of Wasted: A Memoir or Anorexia and Bulimia (available at
www.bulimia.com) tells of being diagnosed with Type I rapid-cycle bipolar
disease, and of desperate attempts to control violently careening mood
swings by self-starvation,substance abuse,numbing sex,and self-mutilation.
288pg, hard, ’08, (Code: MAB) $25.00

Thin
Lauren Greenfield
Based on the controversial HBO documentary by
the same name, this photo-essay book follows several
patients through their inpatient treatment at Renfrew
Coconut Grove.With shockingly honest journal entries
accompanied by striking photographs, the patients
discuss the daily challenges of living with and trying to
recover from an eating disorder. Includes essays by
Dr. David Herzog and Dr. Michael Strober. (Due to some graphic pictures and
raw personal accounts, we recommend that this book be primarily used in
educational or therapeutic settings.)
191 pg, hard, ’06 (Code: THN) $35.00

800-756-7533
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You are Not Alone
The Book of Companionship for Women
Struggling With Eating Disorders
Andrea Roe
A collection of inspiring stories, poems, and artwork
from 34 women either in the final stages of recovery or
fully recovered from eating disorders,this book is intended to give struggling individuals hope, comfort, and
support. The contributions also provide insights into
surviving depression, self-harm, suicidal thoughts, other
addictions, and sexual abuse. 211 pg, paper, ’06 (Code: YAN) $19.95
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